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Section 1. Let T or simply T denote the r-torus IR / . Its

subgroup of torsion elements, i.e. those points all of whose coordi

nates are rational will be denoted by tor(T). By a real analytic

function on T we mean a function on 1R” which is real analytic

and periodic. All functions on T considered in this paper will

be real analytic. For each such 4, let V be its divisor

= teET! (e) = OJ.

The condition that 0 for any affine line of ]R’ is the same

as saying that V contains no one parameter subgroup of T nor any

translate thereof. We will refer to this situation by saying that V

contains no lines.

Theorem 1. Assume V contains no lines then there is a constant C

depending on V only such that

1-
(a) Gfl VI < CIGI

2r+l

for any finite subgroup G of T.
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(b) If moreover 4) is a trigonometric polynomial then there is

a C’ such that IG fl Vi < C’ for any finite subgroup G, that is

Vfl tor(T) < CD.

Remarks. (1) The condition that V contains no lines is clearly

essential.

(2) Part (b) may be restated as follows. Let p€

be a Laurent polynomial in r-variables. If p(zi••zr) has infinitely

many zeros of the form lC2r) where the C’s are roots of

unity then VP (which is contained in the algebraic torus
(*)T)

con

tains an algebraic subtorus or translate thereof.

In this form this statement was conjectured by Lang {L2]. For

r =2 it is in fact a known theorem see Lang [L 5] and Liardet [LI]

(5) The exponent in part (a) is certainly not optimal. However for

large r it is not too far from the optimal. This may be seen by con

sid.ering the variety

V = feJe + + ... + = 1/21

in Tr
. V clearly contains no lines. Taking for G the group of

n-torsion points; (7l/ n
)r

one finds that G fl V contains as many

r-2 l-2/r
as Cn or CIGI points.
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Our methods for bounding G fl V are local in nature and hence

as the following example in dimension r=2 shows, the methods cannot

do better than exponent -- . The example is the analytic arc

(1.1) A
2 -

<

in T2. If n is a perfect square and = /n X 7Zi/n7i then

G fl V is of order -/iE . We add however that for a globally analytic

curve V T2 (which contains no line) we know of no example for which

IGn fl V > cn
°

for infinitely many n (C, E > 0 and fixed).

These questions in Dimension 2 are closely related to the problem

of bounding the number of points, $n(C) on a strictly convex curve C

and with rational coordinates of denominator n. Jarnik [ j I has

shown that

(1.2) = O(n2/5)

In fact he proves the stronger general statement that if C is a strictly

convex curve in of length €, then the number of lattice points

(in
2)

on C is at most

(1.5) max (10, l02/5)

Swinnerton-Dyer [SW ] has improved the estimate (1.2) under the

assumption that C is 5-times continuously differentiable showing
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(i.) Sn(C) =

k
Swinnerton-Dyer also gives examples of C strictly convex curves for

which Sn(C) > ni/k for infinitely many n. Note however that if we

extend the arc A in (1.1) above, in a C way to give a strictly con-

1/2
vex C closed curve, then for this C we will have Sn(C) > n ,

for infinitely many n. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the ex

ponent - is the optinal one for C strictly convex curves.

We apply Theorem 1 to study the Betti numbers of abelian coverings

of a given compact manifold. Essentially what we find is that these be

have in an asymptotically linear way in the degree of the cover. For

example we show that if the k-th Betti number, k(M) of a compact

smooth orientable manifold is zero, then there is a P=P(M) such that

k(M) = 0 for any covering M’ of M whose group of deck transfor

mations G(M’/M) is of prime order p > P. (1.5)

(1.5) is interesting only in the case that there are abelian covers of

M of arbitrary degree i.e. that J(M) > 0. We henceforth assume for

simplicity that H1(M,)
“

with r > 1. The character group of

F
=

111(M) and of H1(M,Z), is thus identified with (C*)r
. Such

characters will be denoted by X . The unitary characters are in this

way identified with Tr. Let K be a triangulation of M and K its

universal cover. The fundamental group F acts freely on K as deck
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transformations. Following Ray-Singer [R-$ ] we think of K as

embedded in as a fundamental domain for the action of r . In

this way we get a preferred basis for the F invariant q-chains,

(with coefficient in on , viz the q-simplices of K . In a

similar way we get a preferred basis for the finite dimensional space

c(K ,x) of q-chains on K which transform by T with a twist by

the character X. The boundary operator x) — x)

when computed as a matrix in this preferred basis will have entries

which are polynomials in X and . Also using this basis we ob

tain an adjoint ( ): Cq(K x) _Cq+1(KX)• The combinatorial X

twisted Laplacian A(X) is defined by

(1.6) (c)(X) = (X )*X +

q+lq

One checks just as with usual Hodge theory that

(1.7) dim ker(X) = (x)

where (x) is the dimension of the q-th homology of X twisted

chains on . We also note that the entries of our matrix re

presentation of (x) are polynomials in X and . In order to

investigate (x) as a function of X we consider the characteristic

polynomial

(1.8) P(x,x) = det(X+(X))
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In view of the previous remarks P is a polynomial in X and a Laurent

polynomial in X. Define q(M) to be the least natural number £

for which

P (x,x)
(1.9) Q(X) =

ci

We have that Q(X) is a trigonometric polynomial on T and let

be its divisor. Using Theorem 1 part (b) we will prove

Theorem 2. If V contains no lines then
ci

q(M’)
=

£(M)n + 0(1)

for any abelian cover M’ of M, of degree n.

In this theorem if V contains lines then the possible behavior

of (M’) is more complicated in view of the possibility of (G(Mh/M))*

lying on such a line. One can nevertheless still develop a similar

formula though we do not do so here.

The formula in Theorem 2 may be viewed as a generalization to abelian

covers of the Eiemann-Hurwitz formula

(1.10) 1(M’) = (p1(M) - 2)n + 2

for a regular covering M’ of degree n of a compact surface M of

genus >0.
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2
The integers £cl(M) have an interpretation in terms of L -co

homology. In fact one could also have developed the above (especially

the variety V) using Hodge theory. Suppose is a Biemannian

metric on M. We let L(x) be the Laplacian on X twisted cl-forms.

Let Ma5 denote the maximal abelian cover of M with the lifted metric.

Using the results of Donnelly [ D 2 ] it is easily seen that

(1.11) .ecl(M) = (M5)

where (M5) is the von-Neumann T - dimension of the L2 harmonic

q-forms on Ma5 and P = G(Ma5/M) see Atiyah [ A I for definitions.

From their definition in (0.8) above we see that

0 < .a(M) S q(M)

(1.12) £0(M)
=

£(M) = 0 where m=dimM

= £mj(M) (Poincar duality).

Moreover using Atiyali’s L2-index theorem [ A ], or simply Theorem 2

together with the multiplicative properties of the Euler number under

covers we also have the relation

m-l
(1.15) (-l).(M) = x(M)

j=l

For cl=l the inequality (1.12) can be slightly improved: We will

show
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(i.]A) < -1.

As a consequence of this and. Theorem 2 we have the following general

fact: If H1(M,) then there is a constant C = C(M) such that

< C for all abelian (i.e. cyclic ) covers M’ of M.

(1. 15)

The methods above may be combined with part (a) of Theorem 1 to

give similar results for the dimensions of the spaces of automorphic

forms in abelian covers. Let M be a compact locally symmetric space

of Rank 1 (if the rank of M is > 2 then p1(M) = 0 by a result of

Kashdan [ K A ]). Let L denote the Laplacian on functions on M.

For X > 0 let N(M) denote the dimension of the space of eigen

functions of on M with eigenvalue 7.. Then under conditions

similar to Theorem 2 we have

1-
(1.16) N(M’) = £(M)n + O(n

2r+l

where M’ is an abelian cover of M of degree n, and. £(M) are

integers determined as follows: We let F(X,X) = det(X-(X)),

X € c., X € T. In this case the determinant is defined through a re

gularization, see [R-$ ] Using the analysis in $arnak [ $ 1 1 one can

show that F(X,X) is real analytic. So one proceeds as above but this

time Q(X) is real analytic and not a trigonometric polynomial and we

need to appeal to part (a) of Theorem 1.
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We end this section by remarking that for general covers M’ of

M the behavior of the individual k(M’) is difficult to approximate.

However for a “tower of coverings” M converging to the universal

cover M of M (see deGeorge and Wallach [ D-W]) of degree d, Don

nelly t D 1 ] has shown that

d k(Mn)

exists and is closely related to the von-Neumann dimensions

Section 2. Proof of Theorem 1.

Throughout this section we assume that V satisfies the hypothesis

that it contains no lines. The set of lines in IRr may be topologized

in an obvious way.

Lenmia 2.1. For p E V fl £, where £ is a line, there is a number

C = C(p,) and neighborhoods M of and N of p such that,

.‘flNflV < c(p,)

for ‘€ M.

Proof. The claim is clearly local, so we may take p=O IRr and £

to be the line f(x1,O,...,O)x1EIR . By hypothesis 4(x1,O,...,O) =f(x1)

is real analytic and not identically zero. A neighborhood of lines about £
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is contained in the set of lines of the form

£ [uz+vlz€:IRIu,v
where

jul = 1 and u is close to (l,0,...,0) and v close to 0€

For u,v as above and N a small neighborhood of 0 the cardinality

of £ fl N fl V is the number of distinct zeros of f (z) =4(uz+v)
u,v u,v

in the corresponding neighborhood of z = 0.

Now f(z) and f (z) extend to be complex analytic in z in

some neighborhood zI <El say. There is 0 < < such that

f(z) 0 for 0 < zI < Let 0 < = min{ftz)l zi

By continuity we can choose a small neighborhood M of (u,v)’s about

((i,o,...,o), (o,...,o)) such that

- f(z)I < lf(z)l for IzI
=

It follows that f (z) has the
u, v

(with multiplicity) as does f(z)

follows that fuv(z) for (u,v) €

zeros in IzI < Hence for a

0 in mr we have £‘ € M J.e’ n

same number m

in zI <

M has at most

suitable small

V fl NI < m.

of complex zeros

In particular it

this number of real

neighborhood N of

This proves Lennna 2.1.

Leimna 2.2: Let V’ = V fl B(0,2) , there is a constant C such that

iv’ fl U < C for all lines £.
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Proof. Again topologize the set of lines (affine) in JR’. The subset

K of those lines meeting B(O,l) is compact. Hence to prove Lemma 2.2

it suffices to show that for each £ e K there is a neighborhood N(Ø) of £

and a number c() such that J’ fl V’ < C(s) for £‘ € N(s)

Now for £ € K we have £ fl V’ = F is a finite set tPj”

say. If p€V’ and p F,g then clearly a neighborhood N(p) of p

exists s.t. N(p) fl £ = (j) . For p=p. € F there is by Lemma 1.1 a

neighborhood N(p.) of p. and a neighborhood M () of £ such that

I’ fl N(p.) fl V S C(p,.)

The N(p)’s and N(p.) cover the compact set V’ , so we have a finite

subcover N(c1),...,N(q) and N(p1),...,N(p). For each q there is

a neighborhood M() of £ s.t. £‘ fl M (.) £‘ fl V’ =
.

If

M = fl M fl fl N. then £‘ € M lT fl Vt < C(p.,). As pointed

j j=l

out before this proves the lemma.

We turn to the proof of Theorem 1. Let G be an arbitrary finite

r r
subgroup of T = JR /z and denote by n the order of G. Let L be

r
the lattice in JR

(2.1) L = g+n g€ G, ne

Clearly L / r
G and so

(2.2) Vol(L) =
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We may in this way think of G fl V as

L fly fl 3

where

(2.5) 3 = (-1/2, 1/2
]r

is the usual fundamental domain for

It is known from the geometry of nunibers, see Lekkerkerker [LE p. 126]

that we can find a basis
l’

of L such that has least

length of the non-zero elements of L and

(1) < C

(2Ji-) (2) if p. = dist (., L(17...,.1)) then

p.
<

< Cp

Here and in what follows C is a constant depending on r only (some

times on V too) and from one line to the next C may stand for dif

ferent constants. L(1, .. ., ) is the linear space spanned by
l’• •

From (2.11.) it follows that

(2.5) = Vol(L) <

The following statement is easily checked:
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We claim the cardinality of the last set is

(2.10) < cJn

and hence

(2.11) lGflV = JL flV fl <

To see (2.10) begin by first bounding the number of m’s. This

number is

< #(m.Itm1. + L flB(0,2)

But from (2.1I) and (2.6) the interval of t’s

+ i’”’ r-i
n B(O,2)

has length 0(1) hence

(2.12) # < max[cl1’ , 1]

For each m one can bound the number of m in the same way.
r r-l

Continuing this way leads to
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(2.15) = ILflV fl3J < Cj2 IIl

< Cn1J , from (2.5)

(2.15) already gives a weak version of Theorem 1 part (a) since from

(2Ji-) we have

(2.Th.) !r :

- 1/ r
or 1li Cm

Hence

1-
(2.15) !GnvI < Cn

r

Actually this weak form (2.15) suffices to prove Theorem 1 part 5 as

will be seen.

We now develop the stronger estimate claimed in part (a) of

Theorem 1. Assume now that r> 2.

We need to consider also intersections of V by affine planes.

Let P denote a plane in ]Rr. P fl V fl 3, if not empty will consist

of a finite number of analytic arcs, none of which is a straight line.

We call an arc in P strictly curved if it is either strictly convex

or concave. Clearly by real analyticity P fl V fl 3 can be broken

into a finite number of such strictly curved arcs. By compactness
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arguments similar to the ones of Lenmias 2.1 and 2.2, which we do not

repeat here, we have

Lemma 2.5. There is a constant C depending on V only such that

P fl (3 fl v) decomposes into at most C disjoint strictly curved

analytic arcs of length at most C.

Returning to bounding L fl V fl we have

(2.16) mi,.,mrH
i

E V fl J

m2)1+m22e -( Srnr
(m,.,mr)

For each (m5, .. . ,m) the plane

P(
,...,mr) = + I2 + (n + ... +mrr)

meets V fl , either in the empty set, or in a union of at most C strictly

curved arcs,a typical one of which we denote by T We need

to bound (in the case that [(V fl )] fl P(
m 4) the intersection

r1

flL where
(m5,...,m) 1

(2.17)

= tm11
+ m22 (m1,m2) E
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Lemma 2.11..

-2/5

Ir ni <cJ
(m5,...,m) 1 — 1

Before proving this lemma note that by an argument similar to (2.15)

above we find that the number of (n15,m),.
.
,m) for which

(vn ) n
(m) / is o(J5F’ jJ

...

and hence

Lemma 2.1. implies that

(2.18) vn = Lnvn < c12/5I5I1 -i <Cj1h/5l2n.

Proof of Lemma 2.11.. From Lemma 2.5, F is a strictly curved analytic

arc of length at most C . Let A :
2 2

be the linear map

Ae1
= l

‘ Ae2
2

where e1 = (1,0), e2 = (0,1).

Then

lr fl L11 JA1F fl A1L1 = A1F fl

Now A1 F is a strictly convex curve in the plane and we want to bound

the number of standard lattice points on A1F. If its length is £ > 1

then Jarnik’s theorem see (1.5) asserts that
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(2.19) A’F
+2/5

An upper bound on £ is , which follows from (2.1). (2.19)

and this bound on £ yield Lemma 2.11..

We have established from (2.18) and (2.15) that

(2.20) JGflv( < CmafltI1

Again from (2.Ii.)

<c(n1D

Hence

GflV < Cmin n

and so

1-
JGnv Cn

2r+l

This completes part (a) of Theorem 1.

We now prove part (b). Let p(e1,...,er) be the trigonometric poly

nomial

(2.21) p(e1,...,er) = ame((e,m))
mi M
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Let K be the finitely generated extension of Q, K = We claim

that for n large enough there can be no point (81, 82 e) € tor(T) fl V

of order n, i.e. a point (1 , — , ...
, -) €V with x. € and

(x1, x2 , . . . ,X n) = 1 cannot exist. Clearly this will imply the result.

Suppose such a point exists. Consider the inclusion diagraa of fields

Q(Cn)

Q(C) K

Kfl/

KflQ()

Here is the cyclotomic field Q adjoin the nth root of 1,

= e(-) and Q is the algebraic closure of Q. Since K is finitely

generated [Kfl Q, Q] is finite and hence

(2.22) [K fl : Qj < B

where B is independent of n. Now Q’(Cn)/Q is Galois of degree (n)
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(4 being the Euler function) and its Galois group is
(/)*

. For

$ E (z/) we have the automorphism a5 : — . It follows, see Lang

[Li] Theorem 1.12, that Q(C)K/K is Galois with Galois group isomorphic

to that of GAL(Q() / K fl Q,( )) G . From (2.22) we get

(2.25) fGJ >

Moreover for each a5 € G (here (s,n) = 1) the corresponding automorphism

a of Q()K/K sends
-

. We have

a e(,m= 0, x =(x1,...,x ) i.e.
mJM

n r

ax,m) = 0

lmI< M

Applying a € G to this, gives

a Csr(x,m) = 0 or
ml< M

a et(5x,m = 0
iii \n /
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That is

tsx sx sx
i 1 2 r1— —,...,— €V
\ n n n

Since (J:
•.., ) is of exact order n, follows that for

1 <
s

< xi, 1 .S S2 < fl,
1 ‘ ( i-’ ‘ i-) and

xl
x

$ (— ,., — ) are distinct in T We have therefore constructed
2 xi n

(n)/B points in V of the form s(,..., ) with 1 < s < xi.

All these points lie in the finite subgroup G of T generated by (i,...,

-))

whose order = xi. We therefore have

fGflVI > (n)/B and

(2. 21i)

1GI = xi.

Since c(xi) >> n (see Hardy-Wright [H-W ] page 267) we are
log log xi

clearly led to a contradiction of (2.15) for n large enough.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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Section 5. In this section we prove Theorem 2 as well as the other claims

made in Section 1. if q(X) is the number defined in (i.i) then it is

easy to see that for M’ an abelian cover of M and G(M’ M) the corre

sponding group of deck transformations we have

(5•’) (u’) =

____

*
(x)

q
€ (G(MfM))

q

The suimnation running over the unitary characters (i.e. dual group) of

G(M’ IM). In particular each X € (H1(M, z))

Except for the claim (1.5) we are assuming that H1(M, )

that H1(M,) = Tr
. For the case considered in (1.5) it is clear that

if JG(M’ M) I = p, a large enough prime, then any X 1 which of order

p appearing in (5.1) must lie on the connected component of the identity in

H1(M,Z). Hence even in this case we need only consider this connected

component which is again Tr.

From (1.1), (1.6) and the definition of (M) it is clear that

(x) = £(x) + e(x) with

(5.5)

C ordQ (x) ordQ (x)
minl,

2 } eq(x)
2

and where ordQ() is the order of vanishing of Q, at ,. The reason

for dividing the order by two in (5.5) is that
k

(x) vanishes to even order
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since the eigenvalues of x) are nonnegative and hence each one

vanishes to even order.

In as much as T is compact it follows that ordQ(X) is bounded

above by a constant depending only on M. Combining this remark with

(5.1) and (5.5) we have

(5.) (M’) £(M)n + Q(IG*flvf)

for any M’ IM abelian of order n and with abelian deck group G.

Theorem 2 follows from (5.).i) and Theorem 1 part (b) (recall as was

observed after (1.9) that in this case Q(X) is indeed a trigonometric

polynomial).

The claim (1.5) follows easily from the arguments used to prove

Theorem 1 (5) . In fact in this case the trigonometric polynomial Pq(QX)

satisfies P(o,x) 0 since q(M) = 0. Moreover an examination of the

representation of as a matrix in (1. ) shows that its entries are

polynomials in X and with integral coefficients. It follows that

P(o,x) € Z[X, X1]. Hence in this application the field K in Figure (2.1)

is in fact Q. The action of the Galois group in this case shows that if

contains an element (_
•‘

—i) of order a prime p, then it

contains s( —a, •., —fl) for 1 < s < p-l. That is contains all
p p

elements of the subgroup G = (( , ..., )) other than 0. We have seen
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that such a subgroup contains an element ,L 0

Since we are assuming Pç(O0) 0 the above would

diction. That is for p large we have (x) 0

p and so (5.1) implies q(M’) 0 for IM’Mf =

with
Q(l/r)

lead to a contra-

for any X of order

p, proving (1.5).

In this proof of (1.5) we made serious use of the fact that

P € [X, X
_l]•

It would be nice to drop the condition of the coefficients

being in Q. We are able to do so if we assume the Riemann hypothesis for

L functions viz the E.R.H.

Proposition 5.1. Assume

polynomial with P(o) 0

e€tor(T) of prime order

E.R.H. If P(ei,...,er) is a trigonometric

then there is P such that P(e) 0 for any

p>P -

0

h € H. As usual we have some t € (z/ ) such that

have

If

(5.5) = ty has IIJ < Clp
- l/r

Under the G.R.H. we claim that we can find m€/ with ml < C2(logp)SB

such that m lies in the multiplicative coset

Proof. Following the analysis of the proof of Theorem 1 part (b) we

the Galois group of KQ()/K is isomorphic to a subgroup H of

GAL(Q( C) / Q). Moreover J (/
)*

/ Hf < B for some constant B.

y =
(-1

, - , ...,
i) € VP and is order

*

p then hy € V for each
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(5.6) m€t1H.

Given this it follows that

hy = tmy =

From (5.5) and the above bound on m

(5•) IhyU < C(1ogp)5Bp1

Now hy € VP and since p(o) o, the result follows from the continuity

of P. To prove (5.6) we recall the result of Wang [ w ] which asserts

that under the E.R.H., (/) has a primitive root g with

(5.8) lg < C(logp)5

We must show that any coset of H in (/
)*

has a representative in

[1, C
(10gp)SB]

By exponentiation

H tt€ HI =

Also

<B.

Clearly then any coset of H in
/(pl)

has a representative 0 < r < B.

Hence each coset of H in (/) has a representative g ,
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0 < q < B and so from (5.8) such a representative is 0((logp)53).

We turn to the proof of (i.ili.). This may be derived from the fol

lowing useful variational formula. We assume as in the paragraph before

(1.11) that M carries a metric and all computations are relative to this

metric. Let 0 /w€ HAR1(M) be a harmonic 1-form. As in Phillips-$arnak

or $arnak [ ] one may form a 1-parameter subgroup of characters

X, 8 € JR , of ii 1(M) . Corresponding to this family we have a family of

selfadjoint operators A(x) on t(M) - the exterior cj-forms. Accor

ding to Kato [ I we can choose eigenvalues 0 < x(e) < x1(e)

and eigenvectors %(8), u1(8), ... , varying analytically in 8. Here if

x(o) 0 then clearly = 0 (since x(e) > 0) and also

u = u0(0) € AR()
. The following formula for the second derivative of

at 8=0 generalizes the one in Phillips-$arnak { P-s ] and is easily

verified

d2X 2 2

(5.8) 2
= Jj 1(wAu )U + UP 1(*(wA *u )) JJ

02 °
2

e=o

where P is the orthogonal projector of (M)
- HA.R(M).

Applying this to cl=l one sees that for at least one of the

elements of HAR1(M)

d2 X

d82
0
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since for w=w
0

d2 — 2
= (fwA*w ) >0.

(5.9) asserts that at least one x(e) for which x(o) = 0 is not 0.

Hence £1(M) < - 1

Another proof of (i.iI.) was pointed out to me by Deligne. Using

module theory and a calculation with Laurent polynomials (see Fried and

Dyer ED-F ] for such a set up) one can show that for £ even

÷

is lower semi-continuous in X, that is it can only jump down as X is

deformed. Since p1(x) 0 and (x) jumps down by 1 as X moves

away from X = 1 we see from considering

- p0(x) +

that p1(x) must also jump down by at least 1 as X moves from X 1.

This clearly implies £1(M) < 1(M) -l
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(rI\I1L ‘II-3(J Ar’ tv tRF ‘tIL of
W?

is onto for each integer N 1. The congruence groups T(N) are then defined by

(1.3) F(N)=ker(RNOq!).

Clearly F/F(N) H(Z/NZ) and K(N) = K/F(N) is an H(Z/NZ) Galois covering of K(i).

The two most interesting examples of congruence groups are the cases

(i) The map qS in (1.1) is an isomorphism in which case F(N) is the familiar principal

congruence subgroup of H(Z) of level N.

(ii) The group B is Abelian and hence the homomorphism factors through H1(K, Z)

F/[F, F]. In this case H(Z) = Z for some T 0. The most interesting case is that of T being

,81(F). Some concrete example of (ii) are the following

(a) Fermat Curves: The Fermat curves F(N) may be uniformized as (N) H, where

(ta b\ Ia b\ Ii o\
(1) = F(2)

=
j ( ) E $L(2, Z) ) ) (mod 2)

cd cd 01

(N) =ker(RNoq%),

where F(2) —÷ Z2 is the projection on homology. RN V — (Z/NZ)2 is as above,

reduction mod N and H is the upper half plane. For more details see Lang [Lii. Actually

to be more precise F(N) is the compactification (branched) of CF(N) H. Note that while

(N) is a congruence group in our sense it is not so according to the usual definition [S].

(b) Links in S: Let L C $3 be a pt—component link; that is disjoint union of it circles. Let

F ir1(33 JL). It is well known and easily seen that H($3 J L) Z’1. Let q: F —+ Z be the

Abelianizer and RN as above. We get in this way for each N a uniquely defined (Z/NZ)

covering M(N) of $3 I L. When L is a knot (i.e., t 1) these are the well studied cyclic

covers [F—i].

(c) Hirzebruch Surfaces [Tth]: Let 4,. . , £, be an arrangement of lines in P2(R) C P2(C).

The Hirzebuch surface E(N) for N 1 is the (Z/NZ)”1 branched cover of P2(C) branched

over £;,... , £, see [Ha] for a discussion. Hirzebruch computed the characteristic numbers

of E(N). Their Betti numbers for certain £,... ,t,. and N were computed by Ishida [I] and

Hironaka [Ha].

Before turning to our results we consider a related problem. Let G be a semisimple real,

complex, or p—adic group. Let F G be a lattice. The right regular representation of C on

L2(F\G) decomposes into where V. are irreducible unitary representations of C. We

2



denote by O the set of equivalence classes of such representations. One of the fundamental

problems in automorphic form theory is to determine m(ir, F), the multiplicity with which

some ir C appears in the above decomposition. It is known [B—W] that for certain 7T’S

this multiplicity corresponds to cohomology of F. We call such lr’s cohomological. Now let

F(N) <F be a congruence family in the sense defined above. Our aim is to study rn(ir, F(N))

as a function of N.

Note that the group H(Z/NZ) x G acts unitarily on L2(F(N) I G) by

(1.4) (h,g)f(x) —+ f(h’xg).

Decomposing this into irreducibles we get multiplicities m(p 0 r, F(N)) with p E H(Z/N Z).

For v 1 and integer, we define the v—dimensional part of mQir, F(N)) to be

m(ir,F(N)) = > m(p,F(N)).
dimp=’

pEH(Z/NZ)

We can recover m(ir, F(N)) by

m(,T(N)) =

(the sum of course is finite).

Returning to the simplicial complex setting, we have H(Z/NZ) acting as Galois group of

K(N)/K(1) and hence H(Z/NZ) acts on the cohomology groups Hk(K(N)). Decomposing

this action into irreducible gives

HJv(K(N)) = W.

We define the v—dimensional part of the kth Betti number (U1)3 (k, K(N)) to be

(1.5) (k,F(N)) = dim ( W

We observe that if H is Abelian then (‘)16(k,F(N)) = ,@(k,T(N)) and (‘)m(ir,P(N)) =

m(ir, F) since all irreducibles of H are 1—dimensional.

Definition 1.1. A sequence a(n), n 1, is polynomial periodic if there are periodic b3(n),

j = 1,...,q such that a(n) =

We can now state the periodicity theorem

3



Theorem 1.2. Assume that H is either unipotent or sernisimple then

(1) ffT = 7c;(K) is as above and T(N), N 1, a congruence family, then (‘)/3(k,F(N)) i

polynomial periodic in N.

(ii) If G is Archimedian and 7T is cohomological or if G is p—adic and is arbitrary then

t”m (yr, T(N)) is polynomial periodic in N.

Remark 1.3. Since the general H is roughly a semidirect product of a unipotent part with

a semisimple part (recall that H has strong approximation) we expect that the Theorem is

valid for the general H.

Corollary 1.4. Let L be a au—compact link in S3 and set M(N) to be the (Z/NZ) cover

of 53 branched along L then G(1, M(N)) is polynomial periodic.

This Corollary in the case of knots is known and due to Goeritz [G] and Zariski [Z]. In

fact, for knots one can show that the sequence is periodic (i.e., q = 0 in Definition 1.1).

In general this is not so as the following example shows; The link L in figure 1.5 has two

components. We can write down /3(1, ML(N)) compactly for all N by use of the generating

function
_,

/3(N)/N3. In Section 4 we show’

(1.6) E ‘
Mu(N))

=2(1+ 2 + 6) ((s) +2 6((s - 1),

where c(s) = E_ N3. Here MU(N) in the unbranched (Z/N Z)2 covering of 53 I L.

Corollary 1.6. Let EL(N) be the unbranched Hirzebruth surfaces over a fixed configuration

of lines then the irregularities /3(1, EL(N)) are polynomial periodic in N.

In Hironaka [Ha] a method for computing the difference between the irregularity of the

Branched and Unbranched surface is developed. It would be interesting to determine if

polynomial periodicity holds for the branched covers E(N).

‘This form gives more information than polynomial periodicity and it holds in general.

.4



Our Theorem does not apply to m(ir, F(N)) when G is Archimedean and it is not co

bomological. In these cases we only get asymptotic results. An analysis of mfr, (N)) for

(N) the Fermat groups and it E FSL(2, R), with it principal or complimentary series will

be given elsewhere. Suffice it to say here that it still appears to be the case that m(ir, (N))

is periodic in N, though a proof of this seems out of reach at present.

There are a number of ingredients that go into the proof of Theorem 1.2. In Section

2 we discuss the variety of representations of F into GL(v, C) and the important algebraic

subsets connected with the cohomology problem. In Section 3 the problem of counting

torsion points on algebraic subsets is studied. Specifically let T be an r—dimensional real

torus and let V C T be an algebraic subset (i.e., the zero set of a trigonometric polynomial

or intersection of such sets). Denote by tor (T) the set of torsion points (i.e., elements of

finite order in T). The following was conjectured by Lang {L2);

Proposition 1.7. There are a finite number of rational planes it1, . .. ,ir (a rational plane

is a closed connected subgroup of T or a translate thereof by a torsion point) contained in

V such that ft
tor(T)flV=tor(T)fl( Ui

\ j=i

In Section 3 an elementary and algorithmic proof of this Proposition is given. Given V it

produces the planes it1, .... ,itt which is crucial for the purposes of computing the periodicities

and polynomials. Another proof of this conjecture (as has been pointed out to me) apparently

is contained in the work of Laurant [LTJ. The importance of Proposition 1.7 lies in the fact

that as far as torsion goes we may linearize V, that is replace it by planes. It is this that

is responsible for the polynomial periodicity. In Section 4 we complete the proof of the

Theorem and its Corollary.

2. Representation varieties and cohomology

Let K be a finite simplicial complex I? and F = ir;(K) as in Section 1. If R is a finite

dimensional unitary representation of T in GL(V) then the R—twisted cochain complex

C(R,R) is defined by

C(K, 1?) = {f: Gq(K) — Y, F is linear and

(2.1)
f(7 o) = R(7) F(u) for 7 E F}

5



We have a coboundary operator

(q) : C(R,R)
- C1(KR)

given by

(2.2) (c5tf) (oP) = F(ã).

The cohomology groups H*(T, R) are defined in the usual way (here and elsewhere Gq(J()

is to be taken with complex coefficients). Our first problem is to determine the behavior of

(q)(p R) = dim H()(F, R) as a function of I?. While the variety of all (up to equivalence)

representations of F in GL(v, C) can be quite complicated, the set of those which have finite

image (which are all that we need consider) is much more tractable. In fact as is shown in

Lubotzky—Magid [L—M], it follows from a theorem of Jordan, see [C—R], that all such R’s

which are irrducible and of dimension v factor through a fixed quotient t1 of F. Moreover L

is Abelian by finite. Rudnick [R} gives a description of the variety V(i, ii) of all irreducible

representations (up to equivalence) of such a LS. In what follows we will denote by T(B) the

torus of 1—dimensional unitary characters of a group B. Rudnick shows that there are finite

index subgroups H1,.. . , of such that

(2.3) V() c U ( U Ind.(X)).
j1 xET(H,)

We are thus led to examine the functions

(2.4) F() = t3tFId’()) x T(H3).

To do so we will use Hodge theory in the form of the finite combinatorial Laplacian. For our

purposes this has the advantage of dealing with the aiitomorphic form problem in the same

way.

As in Ray—Singer [R—$J choose a preferred basis F = 0 e, of C(K, R) as follows:

Let e1, . . . ,em be an orthonormal basis of V and let o,.. . , u) be the set of q—simplices of

K (which we think of as embedded in K). For i = 1,... v, j 1,. .. , m

10 ifi
(2.5) =

IR(7)e, if i=L

Then 6 has a matrix representation relative to the bases ] and F1. Using these bases

we may define 5* and also the combinatorial Laplacian ‘c) : C(K, R) —+ G(k, R) by

(2.6) (c)
= (5(q+1))- q + 5q—1(5q)*

6



As with the usual Hodge theory

(2.7) dim ker (c)
= ()(T, R).

Returning to our R’s of the form (2.4), let b : F —. t be the projection and denote by R(x)

the representation of I’ given by

(2.8) Rtx) = Ind()ob.

Let H S, H . .
, H 6, be coset representatives of H in z. An orthonormal basis of V =

V(Ind-()) can be chosen in the form e1,. . . ,e, when

1(h) ifj=t
(2.9) ,(hSr) =

t. 0 otherwise.

Proposition 2.1. The matrix of L(R()) relative to the basis oN 0 e, of C(i, R())

has entries which are trigonometric polynomials in x

The proof is a straightforward verification. We note for later that Proposition 2.1 holds

equally well with R() replaced by

(2.10) ftx)=Ro®x,

where J? is a v—dimensional representation of T. For \ E C and x E T(H) let p(A, x) denote

the characteristic polynomial

pP, x) = det(A
—

Define the algebraic subsets of T(H), Vo D V1 D V2... by

¾ = {xlp(O,x) z0}

(2.12)
= {x (0, x) = 0 } n

In view of Proposition 2.1 the ¾’ are indeed algebraic. Note that

(2.13) = {x I 3)(F, R()) j}.

Hence

11 ifV
(2i4) /9()(T,R())

= Ee(x,1’), wheree(x,V) =
10 ifV

7



The last sum is finite since = 0 for large j.

Now recall that oniy the R()’s which are of finite image play a role in our analysis. For

these clearly x E T(H) must be a torsion point, that is we are interested in 13tq)(f, R())

for x E tor (T(H)). Applying the linearization Proposition 1.7 we conclude that for each

V there are planes . , ir and integers m,.. . ,m (which come from inclusion—

exclusion) such that for x E tor (T(H))

Li

(2.15) E(X,Vj) = m&(X,7r).

Combining this with (2.14) we obtain our basic formula for F,() in (2.4) (we drop the index

j).
Proposition 22. There are planes 7r;,... ,lrL and integers nz1,. such that for x E

tor (T(H))

=

Thus far we have examined only the cohomological case, F iri(K). To deal with part

(ii) of Theorem 1.2 when F is a lattice in a p—adic group G, one proceeds along similar lines.

Let m(ir, F, R()) have the obvious meaning, where x E T(H) as above. Now say G is rank 1

(actually it is only for rank 1 that the variety of representation of F into GL(v, C) is not zero

dimensional) then by the duality theorem [G—G—P], m(ir, F, R()) may be realized as the

dimension of a certain elgenvalue of a vector valued Laplacian over the finite graph F\G/U,

U being a maximal compact subgroup of 0. Hence the setup is identical to what we have

and the only change needed is that in (2.6) we are interested in the general elgenvalue of z\

rather than just \ = 0. Of course there was nothing special about \ = 0 in what followed.

One proceeds to derive an expression for m(ir, F, R()) where x E tor (T(H)), just like the

one in Proposition 2.2.

We remark that in the Archimedean case F\G/U is a compact manifold but unfortunately

det(L(R(X))) is no longer a trigonometric polynomial in x. One can show that it is real

analytic in x but we will not pursue this here.

3. Torsion points on varieties and linearization

We turn to the proof of Proposition 1.7. The approach below is simpler than our original

and was suggested by Paul Cohen.

$



Lemma 3.1. Let . . , ck be non zero complex numbers then there is a number M =

M(a;,.. .,ak) such that any solution in roots ofumtyEl,...,ER of

(3.1)
R

satisfies

(3.1)’ (‘) = 1

for some j L k and some 1 <v <M.

Proof: We begin by assuming that .. . , E Q in which case we show M may be chosen

to be (R + i)’’. Let e, .. . ,ej be a solution of (3.1) and assume the conclusion of (3.1)’

fails. Let n be the l.c.m. of the orders of e;,. .. , e. If the factorization of n is p’p2 .. .
then we may write

(1) (2) (k)

(3.2) =
()L’ (CY . . .

where Cm = e(1/m) = exp(2iri/m). Now if some ?j, say P; is larger than I? + 1 then we

proceed as follows:

There is some ej for which (v41),pi) 1. We may write (3.1) as

(3.3) =0,

\ Ld3 3 ek

where 7C e;_1 C1 = e, 0 p — 1, r is a P2 i root of 1 and (v1,p1) = 1.

Thus (3.3) gives an equation for Ci over the field K = Q (CpeI—l, Cp2, , C) of degree at

most p’ — 1. The extension K(c) over K has degree p; — 1 and since R <Pi — 1 (3.3) is

impossible (since then (3.3) is not the cyclotomic equation) unless the equation trivializes.

In this case one can proceed inductively since the power e1 has been reduced and the side

conditions of the Lemma persist.

We may therefore assume that p R + 1 for each j. We write (3.1) as

R f U) U)
(3.4) a, e (—- + —- +... +

—- J =0,
\Pi P2 ?k )

where now

9



For r = (r1, r2,. .. , r) with p, ,fr we obtain from (4.2) and the Galois action of Q ()/Q

I? f1
e e3 + + ej J =

j=i \ Pi ?k /

fr1m 7km . e2
Multiplying this equation by e + ... + ) and summing over r3 mod p , p, %Tj,

we get

(3.5) 0 c e
(Ti (n m’) + + TJ, (m.- m(1)))

r2 mod p2

where f = or e — 1. If for a fixed j in the above type of sum — are all divisible

by then mt5) m(1) mod ( ) and hence
1 P1P2Pk

(616—i)P1P2...?k = 1.

This is contrary to our assumption since ?1P2 . ?k < (R + 1)1. Hence for each j at least

one of is not divisible by pfr. It follows that all the series in (3.5) vanish and hence

c; = 0. This completes the proof for the case of most interest to us viz. c Q. In general

one argues in a similar case with Q replaced by the finitely generated field K = Q(o’,.. . , c.)

and the Galois group of Q (ca) replaced by that of K Q() over K. We leave the details to

the reader.

We proceed now with the proof of Proposition 1.7. The proof is by induction on the

dimension of the torus T. We are allowing here a torus to be of the form T = (R/Z)’ x A,

where A is a finite Abelian group. In such a case T is of dimension k and the algebraic sets

are algebraic sets at each connected component of T. When dim T = 1 the result is clear

since in this case a connected component of T is either all of the set V, or V meets the

component in a finite set. In the general case if dimT = r and V is given by equations

pi(i) =p2(t) = ...pm(t)t 0

on a connected component of T, then either these equations are all redundant and V contains

this connected component which is then one of the ir’s, or say pi(t) is not trivially true. Say

(3.6) pitt) = a
AEF

where F is a finite subset of the dual group T*. The sets

(3.7) T1 = { I ( ‘Y’(t) = 1}

10



for ) p, ), p E F, and I v M(aA), where M is the constant from Lemma 3.1, are all

finite unions of rational planes of dimension r — 1. Hence since the restriction of an algebraic

set to a plane is algebraic we conclude by induction that the torsion points of TflV contained

in the union of the finite set of Hx,,,’s are all on a finite number of rational planes in V. On

the other hand Lemma 3.1 asserts that there are no torsion points of T fl V outside of this

union. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.7.

We note that the above proof is effective and produces the planes inductively. An example

of this procedure is carried out in the next Section.

4. Proof of the Theorem

We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 part (1). Part (ii) is proved similarly. From our

setup H(Z/N Z) is the Calois group of the covering K/F(N) over K/F(i). Hence we may

decompose G(K/F(N)) into invariant subspaces according to the irreducible representations

of H(Z/N Z). Since the action of H(Z/N Z) on fibers of the covering is simple and transitive

and acts on these by the regular representation it follows that

(4.1) ,(q, T(N)) = d(R) 16(q, F, R),

REH(Z/N Z)

where d(R) = dim R. Hence

(4.2) ‘,8(q,F(N)) = 1’ > 9(q,F,R).
REH(Z/N Z)

dimR—v

These R’s are irreducible ti—dimensional and of course finite representations of F—this ex

plains the assumption made in Section 2. To use the formula for /3(q, F, R()) developed in

Proposition 2.2 we need to know which x’s come up in (4.2).

Assume H is unipotent, then H(Z) is a finitely generated nilpotent (discrete) group.

In this case, the representation variety V(t, ii) in (2.3) takes an even simpler form, see

Lubotzky—Magid [L—MJ

L

(4.3) V(z,v)=U U R,®,
i=1 xET(HtZ))

where B, is an irreducible (finite) representation of H(Z) of dimension ti. Moreover, the

representation in different classes R,®T(H(Z)) and RkØT(H(Z)) for k j are inequivalent.

11



It is possible that R 0 x’ 1?, 0 x for some x x’ and in this case {x: J?3 0 x R,} is

a finite subgroup of T(H(Z)). for simplicity we assume this group is {1}—the modifications

needed to deal with the general case dividing by this finite group are straightforward.

In order to apply (4.2) we need to identify the subset of V(1, v) above which correspond

to the irreducible representations of H(Z/NZ) of dimension z’. To begin with we do this for

v = 1, i.e., for the subgroup T(H(Z/NZ)) of T(H(Z)). Now the map

H’(Z) — H’(ZJN Z)

is onto (‘ denotes the commutator subgroup), as is

H(z)/H’(z) — H(Z/N Z)/H’(z/N Z) (Z/N zy.

Correspondingly,

(4.4) T(H(Z/NZ)) = {x e T(H(Z)) I x’ = 1}.

Let H(N) be the congruence subgroup defined by

{1} —, H(N) — H(Z) — H(Z/NZ)
—

{1}.

Lemma 4.1. Let R be a finite dimensional representation of H(Z) then {N I = l}

is of the form {) N0 j\ E N} for some N0.

We call N0 the conductor of R (if the above set is empty then N0 is defined to be c.

Proof: It suffices to prove that if R IH(N) = 1 and R IH(M) = 1 then R IH(N,M) = 1. Induc

tively (on the length of the central series) this is so for H’(Z). Also H(Z)/H’(Z) W with

Z structure and since 1? INZr = 1 and R JMZr = 1 it follows that R (N,M)Zr = 1 and the

result follows.

Let 1?, be one of the representations in (4.3). We can assume by replacing I?) by R3®X for

suitable x that the conductor of I?, is minimal among the conductors of R,®, x E T(H(Z)).

Let N = cond (R2). With this choice we have

Lemma 4.2. Njlcond(R3 Ox) for any E tor(T(H(Z))).

Proof: If pe N and pe Acond (R 0 x) then write x = x 0 Xm where (m, p) 1 and

where has conductor a power of p and Xm conductor prime to p. One checks that

cond (R3 0 X) N,/p since pe Jcond (R 0 x). But this contradicts our choice of R.

12



It follows that if cond (R®x) jN then NJjN. Let (‘)H(Z/N Z)t’ denote the set irreducible

representations of H(Z/N Z) in dimension ii.

Proposition 4.3. We have the disjoint union

(v)H(z/N Z)A = U B(N,j),

where
tçt if N3 IN

t{R3®xlx”=l} ifNjN.

Proof: This is clear from the previous Lemmas.

Returning to (4.2) and using Proposition 4.3 we have

(45) (v)(qTtN)) = v6(N,j) E (q,R ®x),

where
(0 ifN3%N

6(N,j) =
1 ifNN.

By Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.10 we get

L

fl(q,F(N)) = v(N,j)
L1 ‘=1

for suitable rational planes ir and integers m. Now a typical ic is of the form C + B where

B is a connected closed subgroup of T(H(Z)) of dimension r say and C E tor (T). Let M be

the least integer such that t ( B then the series

fo ifMIN,
(4.7) E e(x,7r) =

1% N if MJN.

Substituting (4.7) in (4.6) gives the desired polynomial periodicity of (L)/3(q,P(N)). It in

fact gives such a polynomial periodic sequence of rather special form.

This completes the proof if H is unipotent. If H is semisimple then the above analysis

gives the result (but without any of the analysis of torsion points in toni) because of the

following result, a proof of which is given byt1 in the Appendix.



Proposition 4.4. Let H be a semisimple group over Q,. Let Z denote the p—adic integers.

The’e are only finitely many irreducible representations of the compact group H(Z) in any

given dimension.

With this one finds that there are oniy a finite number of R’s (independent of N but

depending on v) that come into play in (4.2). As a result the Theorem is easy to establish.

The Corollaries for unbranched covers follows directly from the Theorem since H in

these cases is Abelian and hence we need only take v = 1 to get the complete picture. For

computational purposes say with links in $3 we relate the varieties V1, V2,... of Section 2 to

Alexander ideals [F—2}. In fact let L be a u—component link we can think of T(F) = (S1)#,

where F = I L), as sitting in (C*). The following Proposition which follows easily

from Fox [F—2], see also [M—M] and Libgober [Lr].

Proposition 4.5. Let W1 D W2 D W3... be the zero sets in (C*) of the elementary

Alexander ideals B1, B2,... of the link L. Then

W,flT=V3 for jL

and (W n T) U {1} = V.

Here the Vi’s are the sets defined In (2.12) for j3t’) and H(Z) Z = H1(T, Z). The

point is that the Alexander ideals are easy to compute. Thus for the link L in Figure 1.3

one finds (see [F—TJ)

(t 1,t2_ 1)(l —t1 +i)(1 —2t1 —t2(2 —ii))

(1 —t1+t,(1+t1)(1 +i2))

(1)

Hence using linear torus variables t, = e(05) and Proposition 4.5 we have

V1 = {(O,O)} U {1 — e(;) + e(20i) = O} U {1 — 2e(01) — e(201) e(02)(2 — e(O;)) = 0)

I f11\ (51
V2 = (0,O),) ,

V3=O

Thus V3 and V2 are already linear. We apply the method of Section 3 to linearize V1 and

find two 1—dimensional rational planes viz.

= {O = 1/6), 2 {O = 5/6}
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and three zero dimensional planes

iT3 = {(O, 1/2)}, 7T4 = {(1/2, O)}, ir5 = {(O, O)}

Using this in (4.6) and (4.7), with v = 1 and condRo = condi = 1 one obtains (1.6) after a

little calculation.

Concerning Corollary 1.4 for branched coverings one uses instead of the Alexander poly

nomial of L the reduced Alexander polynomial as described in Mayberry and Murasugi

[M—M]. Other than that the techniques apply directly and yield Corollary 1.4.

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank A. Adem, P. Cohen, D. Fried, and A. Lubotzky

for illuminating discussions on various aspects of this paper.
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1) On Representations of Compact p-adic Groups
‘1 ‘&ti(, —--

ZEEV RuoNicic

Yale University

Let be a Chevafley group, (R) the corresponding group over the ring of integers R of

a p-adic field of characteristic zero. In this note we give an a-priori proof of the finiteness

of representations of C(R) in a given dimension; here, as throughout the rest of this note,

all representations aie assumed to be continuous.

We begin by noting that it suffices to prove this theorem for some normal open subgroup

F i c(R)— since if p is any irreducible representation of c(R), then p injects into the

induced representation:

Q(R) Q(R)p Ind Resr P

and because (R)/F is a finite group, there are only finitely many possibilities for p given

its restriction to T.

From now on, for simplicity of exposition, I take = SL(N), R = Z,, the p-adic integers,

and p2,S. Let

F1 T(p’) = {7 E SL(N, Z) I I mod p’[(N, Z)}

be the principal congruence subgroup of level p’; here s[(N, Z) is the Lie algebra of

SL(N, Zr). We take T =

If p is a continuous finite dimensional representation of F, the level l, of p is the least

integer 1 1 such that p is trivial on F1. In this case, p factors through the finite group

= T/Ft.

The finiteness result will follow from the following estimate:



PROPOSITION. Let p be an irreducible representation of F of dimension n and level 1.

Then:

(1) 1 << J(fl)l/Io2P
= f(n)

where J(n) is the index of a normal, abelian subgroup of p(P) = p(Gj); J(n) depends only

on n, not on p.

Indeed, assuming (1),, any p of dimension n will factor through the finite group Gf()—

so the number of such representations is finite.

To prove (1), we need a couple of lemmas. First, recall that since Gt is a p-group, it is

in particular solvable (even nilpotent).

LEMMA 1. G1 has solvable length given by

(2) length(Gj) = [log2(l — 1)] + 1 , 1 2

i.e., if 2’’ < k then length(Gt) = k.

PROOF: This follows from computing the commutator subgroups of T:

(Tk,Tk) = T2k.

The inclusion (F,, Fk) T2k is obvious, and equality follows by applying the Campbell

Baker-Hausdorif formula. It is here that one has to use the exponential map

exp :.st(N,pZ) _+ T.

Recall that the exponential series:

00

exp(x) =

is p-adically convergent only for Ix I <1. I




